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Deciphering the mechanism of activation of heterotrimeric G proteins by

their cognate receptors continues to be an intriguing area of research. The

recently solved crystal structure of the ternary complex captured the recep-

tor-bound a-subunit in an open conformation, without bound nucleotide

has improved our understanding of the activation process. Despite these

advancements, the mechanism by which the receptor causes GDP release

from the a-subunit remains elusive. To elucidate the mechanism of

activation, we studied guanine nucleotide-induced structural stability of the

a-subunit (in response to thermal/chaotrope-mediated stress). Inherent sta-

bilities of the inactive (GDP-bound) and active (GTP-bound) forms con-

tribute antagonistically to the difference in conformational stability

whereas the GDP-bound protein is able to switch to a stable intermediate

state, GTP-bound protein loses this ability. Partial perturbation of the pro-

tein fold reveals the underlying influence of the bound nucleotide providing

an insight into the mechanism of activation. An extra stable, pretransition

intermediate, ‘empty pocket’ state (conformationally active-state like) in

the unfolding pathway of GDP-bound protein mimics a gating system –
the activation process having to overcome this stable intermediate state.

We demonstrate that a relatively more complex conformational fold of the

GDP-bound protein is at the core of the gating system. We report

capturing this threshold, ‘metastable empty pocket’ conformation (the gate)

of a-subunit of G protein and hypothesize that the receptor activates the G

protein by enabling it to achieve this structure through mild structural

perturbation.

Introduction

G proteins act as important molecular switches,

cycling between OFF (GDP-bound) and ON (GTP-

bound) states, regulating the strength and duration of

the cellular response to a signal detected by its cognate

G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) [1–3]. Since the

elucidation of the recent crystal structure of GPCR: G

protein ternary complex, the a-subunit of G proteins

has regained central focus in signal transduction [4].

The structure of the a-subunit in the complex was a

surprise due to two novel features: (a) large structural

movement of the helical domain (HD) and (b) the pro-

tein crystallizing without the nucleotide. The structure

of the ternary complex reinforces earlier proposed

models of GDP release: (a) opening of the interdomain

cleft and (b) involvement of a5 helix in releasing the

nucleotide [5–12].
Whereas both N- and C-terminal regions of the a-

subunit are important in binding to the activated
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receptor, other regions (e.g., a3- a5 and a4- a6 loops

and parts of the HD) are crucial for completing the

GTPase cycle, by interacting with the downstream

effectors. Charge diversity observed in these regions,

among various types of a-subunits, leads to differences

in downstream associating partners and signaling path-

ways also influencing activation/deactivation rates [6].

Electron microscopy studies of the receptor: G protein

ternary complex demonstrate the conformational flexi-

bility and highly variant positions of the HD (with

respect to Ras-like domain) in the a-subunit upon loss

of the bound nucleotide, providing a clue to diverse

structural changes in the process of activation [13].

However, whether the large movement of the domains

is the cause or the consequence of nucleotide release is

still unclear and crystal structure could be one among

an ensemble of structures that the protein searches in

order to attain a stable conformation. As signaling

involves interactions among multiple proteins, the

interface of the a-subunit and its interacting partners,

and its interdomain interactions are of central impor-

tance, a structural consequence of its design principle

[1,3,6].

There are scarce reports that relate activation mech-

anism of G proteins with their structural complexity

[14–16]. Even as the structural changes between the

inactive and active state of the protein are known,

only a single study of heterotrimeric G proteins

reports increased the rate of GTP uptake by a G202D

mutant in Gai1, attributed to the protein’s attenuated

conformational/structural stability [14]. That the dif-

ferential intricacies of the structural fold of the protein

are driven by the underlying influence of bound

nucleotide has not been explored. On the basis of

investigations reported here, we argue that the solution

state structural stabilities of G proteins can be used as

a probe to study the mechanism of its activation. Dif-

ferential structural complexity and stability of Gai1
(GDP-bound compared to the GTP-bound) steered us

to demonstrate that partial structural perturbation of

Gai1.GDP (by guanidinium chloride, GdmCl) results

in a ‘metastable intermediate state’ without a bound

nucleotide. Support for the proposed mechanism is

also gained by (a) studying select Gai1 mutants and

(b) using cytoplasmic loop peptides of the OA1 recep-

tor (a relatively new, melanosomal GPCR) [17]. Our

results demonstrate the trapping of an empty pocket

and stable state structure of Ga upon mild structural

perturbation. We propose that activated GPCRs aid in

achieving this structural state of the Ga as a first step

in the process of activation. Our observations offer an

avenue to study the detailed conformational fold of

the ‘empty pocket’ state of the a-subunit (Fig. 9).

Results

The structural complexity of the ‘off-state’ G

protein is lost upon activation

The influence of bound nucleotide on the thermody-

namic stability and the relative unfolding complexity

(multiple structural intermediates as observed, exclu-

sive of each other) of the structure of Gai1 and its rela-

tionship with the mechanism of activation were

investigated by thermal perturbation of its structure.

Stability of Gai1 in GTP-bound conformation [appar-

ent transition temperature (Tm) is 70 °C] is signifi-

cantly higher than the AlF�
4 - (Tm = 55 °C) or GDP-

bound (Tm = 50 °C) conformations, with a highly

cooperative unfolding transition pattern (evident from

the characteristic sigmoidal shape of the thermograph;

Fig. 1). That the difference in stability is specifically

achieved for the function is evident from the prelimi-

nary work of Johnston et al. [14] – a G202D mutation

causing a loss in structural stability of the protein and

thereby affecting its function. In this work, we demon-

strate that it is the complexity of the G protein’s fold

that differentiates the ‘(GTP-bound) on’ state from the

Fig. 1. Thermal unfolding of Gai1 reveals differential conformational

stabilities for the inactive and activated states. The structural

stability of Gai1 was monitored using CD spectroscopy. Ellipticity

values at 222 nm are plotted against temperature. AlF�4 binding

produces a transition state analog in the activation pathway. The

nucleotide exchange in GDP for GTP in Gai1 was initiated by

incubation with 100 lM GTPcS (50-fold excess), on ice for 1 h. Tm

is highest for GTP-bound protein (red trace, 77 °C) followed by

AlF�4 -bound (green trace 55 °C) and GDP-bound protein (black trace

50 °C).
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‘off’ state. We demonstrate that the ‘GDP-bound off-

state’ structure has the capacity to adopt a highly

stable nucleotide-free intermediate fold that mimics the

‘GTP-bound active state’ (in its stability profile). To

understand the mechanism of G protein activation by

the receptor, we use the stability status of the protein

as a readout and establish that the design principle of

GDP-bound G protein enables it to adopt a highly

stable ‘empty pocket’ conformation, which leads to

activation–GTP uptake.

Toward elucidating this goal, we perturbed the

structure of different forms of Gai1 (GDP-bound,

AlF�
4 -bound and GTP-bound). Chemical perturbations

(underequilibrium conditions) reveal a complex open-

to-close transition of the Gai1 in the GDP-bound state

but not in the GTP-bound form, providing an insight

into the mechanism of activation. The GDP-bound

form experiences an ~ 8 nm blue shift of fluorescence

emission maxima at submolar concentration of GdmCl

(tryptophan residues reporting a more compact struc-

ture), accompanied by a sharp decrease in fluorescence

and circular dichroism (CD) signal, followed by a red

shift and resurgence of fluorescence signal followed by

an increase in ellipticity of CD signal between 0.8 and

1.5 M GdmCl (Fig. 2A and D). This indicates the

propensity of GDP-bound a-subunit to remodel its

global structure and attain a more compact fold (Inset

of Fig. 2A). A similar process was not observed in

GTP-bound form, where a loss of structure begins well

above 1 M GdmCl (Fig. 2C and F). In contrast with

GDP- or GTP-bound states, the AlF�
4 -bound state of

Gai1 represents the intermediate structural complexity

of unfolding transitions (Fig. 2B and E). The final

transition to completely unfolded state in all cases

begins at 4 M GdmCl, evident by a shift of the fluores-

cence emission maxima toward higher wavelengths

Fig. 2. Unfolding path of Gai1 reveals nucleotide-dependent multiple conformational states. Conformational changes in Gai1, observed in

different nucleotide-bound states, due to the effect of GdmCl (0–6 M) were monitored by intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence and CD

spectroscopy. Panels A, B, and C represent the fluorescence intensity at 340 nm of GDP-bound, AlF�4 - and GTPcS-bound Gai1 (55 lg�mL�1),

respectively, as a function of GdmCl concentrations. The inset in each of these panels is the plot of wavelength maxima (kmax) as a function

of GdmCl concentration. Arrow indicates the fluorescence data point at 0.7 M GdmCl. Panels D, E, and F represent the percent change in

ellipticity at 222 nm of GDP-bound, AlF�4 - and GTPcS-bound Gai1 (5.5 lM), respectively, as a function of GdmCl concentrations. The ellipticity

value at 0 M GdmCl was considered to be 100% and relative change in the signal is depicted as percent values.
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(red shift confirming unfolded protein; Insets of

Fig. 2A,B,C).

Activation proceeds through a metastable

intermediate state

The activation process of G proteins is achieved by the

receptor-mediated release of the bound GDP from the

a-subunit and consequent uptake of GTP. The com-

plex structural features adopted by the a-subunit
(demonstrated in its unfolding path) and the fact that

GDP release is the rate-limiting step prompted us to

hypothesize that the a-subunit experiences an addi-

tional stable structure in the GTPase cycle. Upon per-

turbations by GdmCl and monitoring the fluorescence

changes, the thermodynamic parameters for the

unfolding of Gai1 in GDP-, AlF�
4 -, GTP-bound form

were calculated as mentioned in methods (Table 1),

indicating the conformational stability of Gai1 in vari-

ous ligand-bound forms. The fractions of native, inter-

mediate, and unfolded states (calculated from the

fluorescence data) when plotted as a function of

GdmCl concentration indicate their distribution in the

unfolding transitions. GDP-bound conformation fol-

lows a path with two intermediate states whereas AlF�
4

and GTP-bound conformation follows a path with a

single intermediate (Fig. 3). This reinforces our activa-

tion model that the a-subunit is capable of adopting

two different structural conformations including a very

stable nucleotide-free conformation [the function of

the receptor being to push the protein to attain the

stable ‘empty pocket transition state’ (metastable state

that can be trapped – see later)], enabling nucleotide

release and holding the protein in an activatable form.

Structural stability of wild-type (WT) Gai1 and its

mutants were assessed by thermal stabilities of the

protein employing the techniques of fluorescence, CD

spectroscopy, and differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC; Table 2). We demonstrate that one of the step-

wise variant conformations in the activation process, a

structurally compact form (in the GTPase-cycle with

GDP-Gai1), is held as a metastable intermediate and

that it can be trapped at about 1 M GdmCl. The dif-

ference in Tm (as mentioned earlier) among the various

ligand-bound states in the GTPase cycle is exploited

here to monitor the complex conformational state of

the protein at ~ 1 M GdmCl. We demonstrate that this

minor perturbance of the global conformation of the

(GDP-bound) protein leads to protein’s Tm escalating

close to 70 °C, thereby mimicking the (GTP-bound)

active state conformation and hence enabling an

opportunity to trap this novel metastable intermediate

state (Fig. 4A,B). The new compact structure so

attained (around 1 M GdmCl) provided a lead and

prompted us to examine for any liaison between the

stability of this intermediary state and the mechanism

of activation. It is also possible that the conditions

reported here may be replicating (structurally) those

created by ‘Ric’ proteins, known to stabilize the empty

pocket state [18].

Trapping the metastable intermediate and the

structure of empty pocket Gai1

The activity of G proteins is also routinely assessed by

the binding of AlF�
4 or GTP analogues, monitoring a

conformational switch leading to an increase in fluo-

rescence emission from a tryptophan residue (at posi-

tion 211, W211) in the switch II region of the protein

(due to its movement into a nonpolar environment)

[19–21]. Here, we illustrate trapping ‘empty pocket’

state of the protein and demonstrate its propensity for

Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters for the GdmCl-induced unfolding of Gai1 in GDP, AlF�4 and GTPcS bound conformations monitored by

fluorescence. The unfolding transitions were fitted to the equations (as described under Materials and methods section) by least-square

analysis using GRAPHPAD Prism version 5.0. The standard error (SE) values are indicated. The unit for DG° is kcal�mol�1, and the unit for ‘m’ is

kcal�mol�1�M�1.

GDP bound Gai1 AlF�4 bound Gai1 GTPcS bound Gai1

DG°1 (kcal�mol�1) 3.8 � 0.8 4.2 � 0.8 6.0 � 0.4

m1 (kcal�mol�1�M�1) 6.7 � 2.1 8.5 � 1.5 4.5 � 0.3

D50% (M) 0.48 0.5 1.33

DG°1 (kcal�mol�1) 4.1 � 1.5 8.7 � 1.4 9.8 � 1.7

m1 (kcal�mol�1�M�1) 5.0 � 1.3 2.8 � 1.3 3.3 � 0.6

D50% (M) 0.93 3.1 2.94

DG°1(kcal�mol�1) 13.6 � 2.5 – –

m1 (kcal�mol�1�M�1) 4.2 � 0.8 – –

D50% (M) 3.2 – –

Global DG°N–D (kcal�mol�1) 21.5 � 4.8 12.9 � 2.2 15.8 � 2.1

Global m (kcal�mol�1�M�1) 15.9 � 4.2 11.3 � 2.0 7.8 � 0.9
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activation by uptake of GTP but not by AlF�
4 binding

(due to lack of bound GDP). Rates of GTPcS uptake

initially decreased at 0.1 M GdmCl but markedly

increased between 0.1 and 0.7 M GdmCl accompanied

by a decrease in ‘saturation plateaus’ (Fig. 4C). At

0.7 M GdmCl, the protein exhibits rapid uptake of

GTPcS but does not get activated by AlF�
4 , implying

that partial unfolding or perturbance of the structure

causes the release of the bound GDP, trapping the

‘empty pocket state’ (Fig. 5B). The protein loses its

conformational fidelity for nucleotide exchange at

0.7 M GdmCl, a state of minimum secondary structure

(Fig. 2A and D). Further incremental unfolding leads

to drastic global conformational changes accompanied

by enhancement of the secondary structure (Fig. 2D)

and meta-stabilization of the empty pocket structure

at 1 M GdmCl (Fig. 4A). It is noteworthy that previ-

ous attempts of trapping the similar conformational

state of the protein led to its aggregation [22,23],

whereas in our case, the presence of GdmCl probably

stabilizes it against aggregation.

Empty pocket state can also be trapped during

refolding

The alpha subunit of G proteins undergo the GDP/

GTP cycle and hence it is important to demonstrate

the ability of the protein to attain the empty pocket

state in the process of refolding. Reversibility of the

structural changes caused by the controlled removal of

GdmCl is demonstrated by observing the patterns of

activity and dynamics in the refolding process of Gai1.
As seen in Fig. 5A, the secondary structure of the

refolded protein is in close resemblance to that of the

native protein. Concurrently, the biological activity

(monitored by nucleotide exchange) and elevated ther-

mal stability at 1 M GdmCl was also restored in the

refolded protein (Fig. 6A). A closer look at our results

reveal that, though the unfolding and refolding paths

followed by the protein are overlapping (Fig. 5A),

there are marked differences in certain instances when

the thermal stabilities of the protein are studied in sim-

ilar conditions (unfolded to 0.5 M or refolded to

0.5 M). As in the case of WT (unfolded by 1 M

GdmCl), the refolded protein also demonstrates an

increase in Tm from ~ 55 to ~ 72 °C at 1 M GdmCl.

The differences in the stabilities depicted at 0.5 M

GdmCl could be a consequence of multivaried interac-

tions in the protein and the Guanidine group of

GdmCl [24,25]. From these data, it is evident that in

the process of refolding GDP binds back to the

Fig. 3. Gai1 in GDP-bound form exhibits an intermediate state in its

unfolding path. The fractions of the native (fn), first intermediate

(f1), second intermediate (f2), and unfolded (fu) states were

calculated using parameters deduced from the fits of the unfolding

transitions. The values of parameters ΔG°1, ΔG°2, ΔG°3, m1, m2,

and m3for GDP-bound Gai1were determined using the nonlinear

least square fitting (GRAPHPAD Prism) to the unfolding data using the

four state equation. ΔG°1, ΔG°2, and ΔG°3 represent the free

energy change in each step and m1, m2, and m3 represent the free

energy dependence on denaturant concentration [D] associated

with each step. The values of YN, Y1, Y2, and YU representing

signal from each species estimated graphically (set as constant

during the fit) and the corresponding GdmCl concentrations were

used as a reference point to represent the fractional populations.

Each fractional transition step depicted graphically is calculated and

fit from residuals of a two-state equation. Similarly, the parameters

were calculated for three state model of AlF�4 and GTPaS-bound

Gai1, respectively, and fractional populations were depicted as

described above. (A) Gai1 in GDP-bound state; (B) Gai1 in AlF�4 -
bound state; (C) Gai1 in GTPcS-bound state.
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protein and even enables its activation. Supporting our

observation regarding the existence of the ‘empty

pocket’ state of the protein above 0.5 M GdmCl, Gai1
loses its ability to be activated by AlF�

4 because of the

lack of bound GDP (nucleotide-free state) in a concen-

tration (of GdmCl) dependent manner. On the other

hand, a concurrent rapid uptake of GTPcS is noticed

implicating that the protein structure is intact for acti-

vation (Fig. 5B). Furthermore, the increase in activity

(compared to unfolded protein) for the refolded pro-

tein at certain concentrations of GdmCl is probably

because of the interaction of the guanidine groups of

GdmCl with the core of the protein, where arginine

side chains were supposed to have been present [26].

This possibly leads to a structural stabilization that

enables a faster uptake and better fit (binding) of the

GTP, leading to an increase in activity (Fig. 5B). The

structural stability of refolded Gai1 is further demon-

strated by analyzing the tertiary structural changes

using near-UV CD spectroscopy of unfolded and

refolded protein revealed an improvised tertiary struc-

ture (Fig. 6B).

The receptor selectively drives only the GDP-

bound conformation of Ga to a metastable state

The mechanism by which GPCRs activate G proteins

was investigated by studying the effect of intracellular

peptides of OA1 receptor on the basal nucleotide

exchange rates and thermal stabilities of Gai1 and its

mutants. Four well-studied mutants of Ga were also

selected based on the differences in their conforma-

tional statuses and rates of activation. The mutations

A326S and T329A, located in the a5 helix region

(proximal to the C-terminus), lead to higher basal

GDP release rates resulting in faster nucleotide

exchange [7,27,28]. In contrast, G203A and Q204L

mutations, located in the switch-II region, exhibit

altered activities without any effect on the basal GDP

release rates (Fig. 7G, Table 3). The replacement of

glutamine by leucine in Q204L mutant abolishes the

intrinsic GTPase activity and renders it constitutively

active [29]. On the other hand, G203A mutant has

reduced Mg2+ affinity and is unable to dissociate

from bc dimer upon GTP binding rendering it com-

pletely inactive [30]. In this study, the measured rates

Table 2. Comparison of Tm from fluorescence, CD and DSC. The structural stabilities (apparent Tm) of WT Gai1 and its point mutants in

their GDP and GTPcS bound states derived from fluorescence, CD and DSC data are listed. The bold faced values correspond to apparent

Tm of GDP bound Gai1–ICL3 peptide complex. However, the spectra for Gai1–ICL3 peptide complex from fluorescence and DSC could not

be obtained due to scattering and aggregation effects of the complex respectively. The comparison of wild-type and mutants apparent Tm’s

clearly illustrates the selective destabilizing effect on the GDP bound conformation by ICL3 peptide but not on their GTP bound state.

Protein Peptide

Melting temperature (Tm) °C

Fluorescence CD DSC

GDP bound GTPcS bound GDP bound GTPcS bound GDP bound GTPcS bound

WT Gai1 No peptide 52.5 72 50 75 49.5 72.5

ICL1 47.5 72 50 75 49.5 72.2

ICL3 – – 46 75 – –

ICL4[F] 47.5 72 50 75 49.5 72.5

Gai1 G203A mutant No peptide 57.5 57.5 47.5 62.5 47.2 52.5

ICL1 57.5 57.5 47.5 62.5 47.2 55.5

ICL3 – – 45 62.5 – –

ICL4[F] 57.5 57.5 47.5 62.5 47.2 54.5

Gai1 Q204L mutant No peptide 59 67.5 50 70 49.2 71.2

ICL1 55 67.5 5 70 49.2 71.2

ICL3 – – 47.5 70 – –

ICL4[F] 55 67.5 50 70 49.2 71.2

Gai1 A326S mutant No peptide 55 64 52.5 65 43.5 67.5

ICL1 55 62.5 52.5 65 43.5 72.5

ICL3 – – 42.5 65 – –

ICL4[F] 55 60.5 52.5 65 42.5 69.2

Gai1 T329A mutant No peptide 55 60.5 49 67.5 42.5 65

ICL1 50 60.5 49 67.5 42.5 69.2

ICL3 – – 42 67.5 – –

ICL4[F] 49 60.5 49 67.5 42.5 67.5
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of activation of these mutants are consistent with pre-

vious reports, including their activation traces follow-

ing the tryptophan fluorescence (Fig. 7G) [7,27]. We

have used these mutants of the a-subunit as a repre-

sentative ensemble of conformational folds (as proba-

ble steps in the mechanism of activation) in our quest

to better understand the mechanism of activation of

G proteins.

The effect of OA1 intracellular peptides on both the

activity and structural stability of G protein was inves-

tigated. The intracellular peptides were designed from

the crystal structures of same family receptors as a

region of interaction between G protein and receptor.

Gai activation, monitored by the change in tryptophan

fluorescence, has proved that these peptides cause a

conformational change in the G protein. Interaction of

‘intracellular loop 30 (ICL3) peptide with a-subunit
leads to an increase in the rate of activation of WT

Gai1 (Fig. 7H) and preferentially affecting the activa-

tion rates of the mutant proteins. ICL1 and ICL4[F]

peptides do not influence activation of Gai1 or its

mutants, except for the effect of ICL1 peptide on

G203A mutant (Fig. 7I, Table 3). Furthermore, the

thermal perturbations of the secondary structure of

WT Gai1 and its mutants demonstrate that the ICL3

region of the OA1 receptor selectively destabilizes the

GDP-bound state whereas the GTP-bound state

remains unaffected (Fig. 8A–D). The extent of destabi-

lization of the mutant proteins caused by the peptides

depends on the fold increase in the rate of activation

(compared to wild-type) caused by the mutation – fas-

ter the rate of activation (in comparison with wild-

type), greater the effect of the peptide. Among the

loop peptides, ICL3 peptide caused most destabiliza-

tion of the GDP-bound state of a5 helix mutants

(Fig. 7C and F). The other two mutants have a negli-

gible effect upon addition of the ICL3 peptide

(Fig. 7A,B,D,E).

In a sequence of steps required to achieve an active

state conformation, the fast acting mutants (A326S

and T329A) are possibly in conformational states that

enable searching the metastable step easily. Among the

other two mutants, G203A is locked in a conforma-

tionally restrained state that does not allow Mg2+-

binding, resulting in loss of activation. On the other

hand, Q204L is not different from WT though ICL3

peptide demonstrates an effect on its activation. The

wild-type, as evident from the data earlier, will attain

a metastable state upon mild perturbance (unfolding)

of its global conformation (Fig. 4A). These results

provide additional evidence that the receptor-mediated

activation of G protein goes through a selective ‘meta-

stabilization’ of its GDP released state.

Fig. 4. The ‘metastable intermediate state’ of Gai1 is activatable.

The ellipticity value at 222 nm (representative of the secondary

structure content) was plotted as a function of temperature to

monitor the global unfolding of Gai1 (5.5 lM). Panel A represents

Gai1.GDP in 0 M (black trace, apparent Tm is 50 °C), 0.5 M (red

trace, apparent Tm is 50 °C), 0.7 M (blue trace, apparent Tm is

50 °C) and 1 M (dark cyan trace, apparent Tm is 65 °C) GdmCl.

Similarly, Panel B represents Gai1. GTPcS in 0 M (black trace,

apparent Tm is 77 °C) and 1 M GdmCl (red trace, apparent Tm is

77 °C). Experiments were performed in HEPES buffer. The

fluorescence emission of 200 nM protein at 340 nm (kex = 295 nm)

was plotted as a function of time to monitor the activation kinetics

in different concentrations of GdmCl. Panel C depicts the activation

time course of Gai1 (after the addition of 50 lM GTPcS) in 0 M

(black), 0.1 M (red), 0.2 M (blue), 0.3 M (dark cyan), 0.4 M (magenta),

0.5 M (dark yellow), 0.7 M (navy), and 1 M (brown) GdmCl.
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Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of the kinetics and activity of refolded Gai1.To ascertain the establishment of chemical equilibrium, the

reversibility of unfolding process was monitored using far-UV CD and fluorescence spectroscopy of refolded Gai1 protein. Panel A

represents the secondary structural changes monitored by ellipticity variations at 222 nm of the unfolded (black) and refolded (red) GDP-

bound Gai1 (5 lM) at various concentrations of GdmCl. The refolded protein exhibited secondary structural characteristics similar to that

observed in unfolded protein at the respective GdmCl concentrations. Panel B represents the activation profile of unfolded and refolded

GDP-bound Gai1 (0.2 lM) ascertained by monitoring the enhancement of fluorescence intensity at 340 nm on the addition of AlF�4 and

GTPcS at various GdmCl concentrations. Activation of the refolded protein (signifying the uptake and exchange in guanine nucleotides) is

observed at similar GdmCl concentrations as that of the unfolded protein. The data shown in panels A and B are representative of an

average of three independent experiments and corresponding error plots are calculated from the standard deviations.

Fig. 6. Thermal stability and tertiary structural changes of refolded Gai1. The thermal stability of refolded protein is studied. Panel A depicts

the thermal stability of refolded Gai1 protein ascertained by CD measurements in the far UV region reflecting secondary structural

transitions. These changes in ellipticity at 222 nm are represented as fraction unfolded of refolded GDP-bound Gai1 (5 lM) at 0 M (black),

0.5 M (red), and 1 M (green) GdmCl concentrations with varying temperature between 20 °C and 90 °C. The thermal stability profile of

refolded protein at different GdmCl concentrations (0 M, 0.5 M, and 1 M) is similar to that of the unfolded protein, with a significant Tm shift

of enhanced stability at 1 M of GDP-bound configuration. Panel B depicts the tertiary structure of Gai1 studied by near-UV CD spectroscopy

of unfolded (bold lines) and refolded protein (dashed lines) at 25 °C. Near-UV CD spectra is collected from 250 to 320 nm with 2 nm slit

width at a scanning rate of 50 nm�min�1 and an average of three spectra is depicted here.
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Discussion

G proteins are highly conserved molecular switches,

vital to all organisms and are activated by membrane-

bound 7 TM GPCRs [31,32]. Fidelity to guanine

nucleotide is the hallmark of the ‘design principle’ of

their structural architecture. Catalyzed by the mem-

brane-bound receptor, they undergo the GTPase cycle,

GDP release being the rate-limiting step. Even though

Ga-subunit proteins from different organisms have

similar sequences and identical structures, they exhibit

tremendous variety in rates of nucleotide exchange and

hydrolysis [33–36]. Based on the thermodynamic stabil-

ities, the GDP-bound form has been predicted to be

more flexible compared to the GTP-bound form [37].

A point mutation (G202D) in Ga subunit leading to

lower stability signifies the link between its structural

stability and its function, demonstrated in Caenorhab-

ditis elegans [14]. While naturally occurring mutations

provide direct insight into the mechanistic basis of

Fig. 7. Gai1 mutants representing a variety of signaling states vary in their capacity to form the metastable state. The secondary structure

content at 222 nm is plotted as a function of temperature to monitor the global unfolding of Gai1 (5.5 lM). Panel A represents the GDP-

bound conformation of Gai1 in the absence (black trace, apparent Tm is 50 °C) and presence of ICL3 peptide (40 lM; red trace, apparent Tm

is 45 °C) whereas panel D represents the GTPcS-bound conformation of Gai1 in the absence (black trace, apparent Tm is 77 °C) and

presence of ICL3 peptide (40 lM; red trace, apparent Tm is 77 °C). Panels B, E, C, and F represent the GDP-bound states of Gai1 point

mutants G203A (inactive, apparent Tm is 47.5 °C), Q204L (active, apparent Tm is 50 °C), A326S (fast acting, apparent Tm is 55 °C), and

T329A (fast acting, apparent Tm is 55 °C), respectively, in the absence (black trace) and presence of ICL3 peptide (40 lM; red trace,

apparent Tm is 45 °C, 50 °C, 42.5 °C, and 42.5 °C for G203A, Q204L, A326S, and T329A mutants respectively). The right side panels

represent fluorescence emission of 200 nM protein at 340 nm. Panel G depicts the basal nucleotide exchange rates of WT Gai1 (black) and

its mutants G203A (red), Q204L (blue), A326S (dark cyan), and T329A (pink). Panels H and I represent the activation time course of WT Gai1
and G203A, respectively, in the presence of saturating concentrations of 50 lM ICL1 peptide (red), 45 lM ICL3 peptide (blue), and 35 lM

ICL4[F] peptide (dark cyan) and the trace of the respective proteins in the absence of peptides is shown in black color.
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human diseases, several recombinantly engineered

mutations have provided a great understanding of the

structure–function relationship of the a-subunit
[7,27,38,39]. Most recent literature has focused on the

importance of the structural integrity of C-terminal a5
helix of the protein [4,11,40,41]. Analysis of the crystal

structure accompanied by biochemical experiments

revealed important residues involved in activation and

prompted the hypothesis that movement of the C-

terminal a5 helix (receptor interacting site) and/or

opening of the two domains leads to the release of the

bound GDP [9,11,29,42].

Understanding of the activation mechanism of G

proteins took a paradigm shift with the advent of the

crystal structure of the ternary complex (of the receptor

and the G protein) [4]. The receptor-bound a-subunit
in the complex, with its two domains positioned away

from each other, threw open more questions. In fact,

the crystal structure of the complex is one among an

ensemble of differently stabilized structures, as is evi-

dent from electron microscopic studies of the ternary

complex [13]. In the present study, we demonstrate the

ability to trap a nucleotide-free (‘empty pocket’) con-

formational state of the protein is a key step in the acti-

vation process. We provide evidence that the receptor

leads the GDP-bound a-subunit to the ‘empty pocket

state’ by mildly perturbing its conformation, holding it

in a ‘metastable’ structure, to achieve activation.

Our conclusions emanate from quantitative determi-

nation of the structural stabilities (temperature- and

GdmCl-mediated) and complexities of different confor-

mational states of Gai1, arising due to the type of

nucleotide bound. Even as the thermal stability of WT

Gai1 has been alluded to previously, there is no mecha-

nistic information on the unfolding complexities and

hence the stability of G proteins being related to their

function [14,22,29,43,44].The enhanced thermal stabil-

ity of the ‘metastable state’ (nucleotide-free state) is

highlighted with a stable conformation and its ability

to bind GTP. Significant differences in the stabilities of

the point mutants (reported in the literature to have

differences in activation rates) support the proposed

mechanism of activation. Comparative analysis of the

stability signatures of these select mutants with WT

and the differences caused by a receptor-based peptide

(ICL3) signify that the effect of mutations on the stabil-

ity originate from the altered and novel structural folds

of Gai1. Receptor-based peptides are chosen over the

full receptor experimental ease. The most prominent

effect on the stability observed is in the GTP-bound

form of the constitutively inactive G203A mutant. The

drop of the apparent Tm to 52.5 °C (for the mutant) as

compared to 72 °C of the GTP-bound wild-type signi-

fies a loss of conformational plasticity en route stabi-

lization and validates our hypotheses that metastable

conformation (highly stable, nucleotide-free form) is

essential for activation. Tm of the mutant’s GTP-bound

structure resembling the wild-type GDP-bound a-
subunit further strengthens our proposition that the

route to meta-stabilization was significantly lost due to

the mutation and therefore exhibits a low Tm. Forma-

tion of metastable confirmation is affirmed with an

increase in hydrophobicity around tryptophan residue

in GTP-bound conformations of WT and constitutively

active mutant (Q204L) during thermal unfolding. Addi-

tionally, the stability of the active conformation (GTP-

bound form) of mutants in the a5 helix is slightly lower

than that of WT, a fact not evident from their crystal

structures [27,28]. These observations imply that the

predetermined core integral structure of the protein is

changed subtly by the receptor and also matches the

previously reported ‘melting’ (and therefore disturbing

the overall structural stability of the protein) of the a5
helix as a vital step toward activation [9].

Table 3. Initial rates of activation of Gai1 and its point mutants in the

presence of peptides. The apparent rate constants (Kapp) reported is

the mean of a set of three independent experiments. The fold

change was calculated as the ratio of either the rate of

WT � peptide or mutant protein to that of WT or the rate of

Mutant � peptide with respect to that of the mutant protein.

(Notations used in the table are as follows: ‘a’ corresponds to

fold change in G203A with respect to WT, ‘a*’ corresponds to fold

change with respect to that of G203A, ‘b’ corresponds to

fold change in Q204L with respect to WT, ‘b*’ corresponds to fold

change with respect to that of Q204L, ‘c’ corresponds to fold change

in A326S with respect to WT, ‘c*’ corresponds to fold change with

respect to that of A326S, ‘d’ corresponds to fold change in T329A

with respect to WT and ‘d*’ corresponds to fold change with respect

to T329A.

Protein Peptide Kapp (9 10�3�s�1) Fold Change

WT Gai1 No peptide 0.39 –

ICL1 0.5 1.28

ICL3 1.36 3.48

ICL4[F] 0.43 1.1

Gai1 G203A mutant No peptide 0.22 0.56a

ICL1 0.26 1.18a*

ICL4[F] 0.21 0.95a*

Gai1 Q204L mutant No peptide 0.5 1.28b

ICL1 0.47 0.94b*

ICL4[F] 0.36 0.72b*

Gai1 A326S mutant No peptide 5.1 13.07c

ICL1 6 1.18c*

ICL4[F] 6.3 1.24c*

Gai1 T329A mutant No peptide 5.9 15.12d

ICL1 6.8 1.15d*

ICL4[F] 6.1 1.03d*
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Changes in transition states during the unfolding

process (between the three ligand bound forms)

indicate the complex structural fold of Gai1 in GDP-

bound conformation, as revealed from complex

pattern upon chemical perturbation of various ligand

forms. A remarkable feature of GdmCl-induced

unfolding transitions of Gai1 in GDP-bound state is

the presence of a stable intermediate secondary struc-

ture (between 0.8 and 1.5 M GdmCl), emanating from

the partial restructuring of the protein, as evident from

fluorescence and thermal studies indicates the meta-

stable conformation. Fall in 8-anilino-1-naphthalene

sulfonic acid (ANS) binding between 0.8 and 1 M

GdmCl is probably due to a collapse of the hydropho-

bic residues into the inside the protein structure [45].

This observation also fits well with the model pro-

posed by Hamm and Hubble demonstrating the melt-

ing of the a5 helix and/or restructuring the global

conformation in the process of activation [14,46].

Loss of bound GDP at 0.7 M GdmCl and meta-

stabilization of the empty pocket structure at 1 M

GdmCl are indicative of the structural snapshots of how

the receptor might selectively destabilize GDP-bound

state to achieve and stabilize ‘empty pocket’ confirma-

tion of the Ga protein. GdmCl driven ‘empty pocket’

state is met with success in trapping the unbound con-

formation while the previous studies tend to achieve this

state only in presence of receptor and recombinant Ga
protein formed aggregates in absence of GDP. To test

whether receptors mediate activation of G protein by

partial/selective destabilization of its GDP-bound struc-

ture, we monitored the effect of intracellular peptides of

OA1 receptor on the stabilities of Gai1 and its mutants

in their inactive and active state conformations. Muta-

tional analyses of the receptor cytoplasmic loop regions

(in literature) have clearly demonstrated these regions to

be involved in G protein recognition, selectivity, cou-

pling, and activation. Receptor peptides do affect the

activation properties of the cognate G protein [19,47]. It

is from this perspective that receptor peptides pertaining

to the cytoplasmic domain regions have been tested for

their interaction with the G protein. However, the sol-

uble receptor peptides alone may/will not exhibit the

potential activation mediated by the whole receptor.

Thereby, we do not expect the receptor peptides alone

to cause rotation and translation of the a5 helix. What

Fig. 8. Conformational differences in active state between wild-type and mutants. Tryptophan fluorescence emission maxima are plotted as

a function of temperature to monitor the thermal unfolding of WT Gai1.GDP (open circle), WT Gai1.GTPcS (open triangle) in comparison to

that of the mutant Gai1.GDP (closed circle) and mutant Gai1.GTPcS (closed triangle). Panels A, B, C, and D represent the thermal unfolding

plots of the point mutants G203A, Q204L, A326S, and T329A respectively. For all the panels, the emission intensity value corresponding to

the lower limit of temperature has been normalized to 1. Each panel is representative of the mutant spectra compared with that of the wild-

type. Except for Q204L (Panel B), the thermal unfolding profile of the active state of other mutants differs markedly from that of the wild-

type. Both WT and Q204L mutant demonstrate enhanced emission intensities of their active state conformation between 30 °C and 50 °C.

All the experiments were performed in buffer containing 10 mM HEPES (pH: 7.5), 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, and 10 lM GDP. Nucleotide

exchange in GDP for GTP in Gai1was initiated by incubating the protein with 100 lM GTPcS (50-fold excess) on ice for 1 h.
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we expect and speculate is that the charged perturba-

tions caused by receptor peptides might weaken the core

integrity of the nucleotide domain. Moreover, the addi-

tion of these peptides does alter the activity of the G

alpha protein as described in our results. The extent of

destabilization matches the relative ease of activation of

the mutants (T329A > A326S > Q204L > G203A)

being locked in a partially perturbed GDP-bound con-

formation (T329A and A326S), else being locked in a

conformation not accessible to activation (represented

by G203A) and thereby having lost the ability to adopt

the metastable structure. This is also supported by the

physiological observation that the G202D mutation

causes instability in the protein and leads to faster acti-

vation rates [14]. Furthermore, refolding studies (struc-

tural and activation) corroborate the existence of

thermodynamic equilibrium and also establish the abil-

ity to retake guanine nucleotide to an unliganded empty

state Ga protein. However, in the case of thermal stress,

such reversibility was abrogated with the formation of

an aggregated intermediate with residual b-sheet struc-
ture, succeeding the loss of guanine nucleotide. Similar

attempts at refolding the Ga from inclusion bodies (sol-

ubilized in 8 M urea) has met with limited success,

wherein the ability to rebind nucleotides and regain

native structure was only partially possible [15]. Recon-

ciliation of these observations perpetuates the view that

the ephemeral intermediate empty pocket state structure

requires stabilization of the exposed hydrophobic

regions (shown by ANS binding) by a noncovalent

hydrophobic scaffold of the receptor or due to shielding

of the solvation effect by GdmCl. In lieu of the absence

of such interactions, exposed hydrophobic clusters

aggregate to shield themselves from aqueous solution

necessitating the supplementation of nucleotide protec-

tion to prevent such irreversible aggregation [23].

Previous work (MD simulations [48] supported by

experimental data) states that the receptor complex

like the structure of G protein can be trapped only in

the absence of guanine nucleotides [4]. Domain separa-

tion has been demonstrated in the literature of the

protein alone or upon interaction with Ric-8 [18]. Our

results here, demonstrating the rapid uptake of GTP

by protein and the concurrent inability to bind AlF�
4 ,

both in the proteins’ unfolding and the refolding path-

way clearly indicate the presence of a very stable

empty pocket state. Our studies support the view that

domain separation follows nucleotide release (loss of

GDP) caused by the receptor. Reversibility of the pro-

tein fold (upon removal of a chaotrope) of G protein

alpha subunit also reinforce the view that structural

perturbations are not only quintessential for GDP

release and meta-stabilization of empty pocket

structure but also the dynamics of such changes are

dependent on the exit of GDP from the protein.

These results demonstrate that GPCRs catalyze the

nucleotide exchange by selective destabilization of the

GDP-bound state by partial unfolding of the structural

segments, causing the release of the bound nucleotide

and maintaining a ‘metastable’ empty pocket structure,

as may be seen in the latest crystal complex of beta-

adrenergic receptor 2 (b 2AR) and Gas [4]. Using equi-

librium unfolding experiments with Ga protein, we

elucidate the basis of structural switching and demon-

strate evidence for the existence of a metastable, GDP

released, state that offers a clue to the mechanism of

activation. The metastable intermediate structure offers

insight into the probable switched structural conforma-

tion in order to be able to bind GTP (Fig. 9). A recent

finding that suggests a conformational transition of

GDP to GTP exchange in the monomeric GTPase

‘Arf6’ ensues by partial unfolding of its GDP-bound

state and provides support to our observations [49].

Therefore, we propose that GPCRs catalyze the

nucleotide exchange by selective perturbance of the

GDP-bound conformation of G protein to a meta-

stable intermediate structural state (mimicked by 0.5/

0.7 M GdmCl in Gai1) and accelerate the rate-limiting

step of GDP release by surpassing the kinetic barrier

(0.2 M GdmCl in Gai1; Fig. 9). This work provides

new avenues to study the solution-state structure of

the empty pocket state. It is also imperative and

important to realize that this type of (spectroscopic)

study cannot be performed on the heterotrimeric pro-

tein. Experiments are in progress in our lab to achieve

similar goals/results using other techniques.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents

GDP sodium salt and GTPcS tetra lithium salt were pur-

chased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). Point mutants of

WT Gai1were generated by site-directed mutagenesis using

the Quick Change XL-II mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La

Jolla, CA, USA ). The chaotrope, GdmCl (8 M solution) was

purchased from Thermo Fischer (Waltham, MA, USA). All

other reagents and chemicals used were purchased locally

and were of the highest purity.

Synthetic peptides

Synthetic peptides derived from the predicted cytoplasmic

loop regions of the human OA1 receptor were purchased

commercially. Sequences of the peptides and their names

(used in this study) are mentioned in Table 4. Peptide
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representing intracellular region 4 (ICL4) loops include a

helical segment of the cytoplasmic ends of TM6 and TM7.

Lyophilized peptides were dissolved in molecular biology

grade water except for ICL4[W] peptides, which were solu-

bilized in 50% acetonitrile. All titration experiments were

performed in aqueous buffer without any organic solvent.

Scrambled peptides were not used for controls as extensive

data are available that demonstrates mutations in many

receptors (single amino acid or deletions of regions) affect-

ing activation of G proteins [47,50–52].

Fig. 9. Model for activation mechanism of G proteins. The model emerging from the results presented here is that the empty pocket state

of the G protein a-subunit adopts a compact conformation that is as stable as the activated (GTP-bound) state of the protein during the

process of activation (upper three indicative structures). The same ‘metastable’ state can be replicated by partially perturbing the protein

structure by submolar concentration of GdmCl. While at 0.7 M GdmCl a highly compact structure is observed, further perturbation leads to a

meta-stable state at 1 M GdmCl (lower three indicative structures). The function of the receptor in the process of activating the G protein is

to enable a subtle change in a-subunit conformation so that the bound nucleotide is released and the protein achieves a metastable

conformation.

Table 4. Synthetic peptides corresponding to the ICL regions of the human OA1 receptor. The numbers denoted with pointed arrows in the

sequence represent the amino acid positions in the primary sequence of the full-length receptor. The underlined and italicized amino acids

represent the probable transmembrane regions. ‘W’ at position 313 of the native intracellular loop 4 sequence designated as ICL4[W] was

replaced with ‘F’, denoted as ICL4[F] and shown in italicized bold.

Peptide Length in amino acids Sequence

ICL1 30 50FPGRRPAGPGSPATSPPASVRILRAAAACD78

ICL3 36 213FQKTVTAVASLLKGROGIYTENERRMGAVIKIRFFK248

ICL4[F] 27 309AFYGFTGCSLGFQSPRKEIQFESLTTS335

ICL4[W] 27 309AFYGWTGCSLGFQSPRKEIQFESLTTS335
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Subcloning of Gai1 into pTYB12

Recombinant rat Gai1, previously expressed using pET28a

expression vector, was subcloned into pTYB12 vector (New

England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) using the restriction

sites NheI and XhoI. The double digested vector was ligated

with the double digested Gai1 insert (~ 1 kb) from pET28a

vector and 700 bp smaller released fragment of the vector

backbone. Recombinant clones were screened for the pres-

ence of a double insert by colony PCR using intein forward

and T7 terminator primers respectively. The positive clone

was further verified by restriction digestion and confirmed

by PCR-based nucleotide sequencing. Protein was

expressed as a fusion to the C-terminus of chitin bound-

intein tag, which is self-cleavable upon incubation with

dithiothreitol (DTT), releasing an ‘untagged’ protein.

Construction of Gai1 mutants

Site-specific point mutations in Gai1were introduced with

Quick Change system (Stratagene). Four proteins with

G203A, Q204L, A326S, and T329A point mutations were

selected for the study. Mutagenesis reaction was done in

50 lL total volume using 40 ng of template DNA and all

other reagents were added following the Quick Change XL-

II site-directed mutagenesis kit instructions (Stratagene).

About 2 lL of the digested DNA was used for transforma-

tion of Gold competent cells into Escherichia coli XL-10

and plated for selection of ampicillin-resistant clones. Muta-

tions were confirmed by sequencing the plasmid DNA.

Overexpression and purification of Gai1

Recombinant rat Gai1 and its mutants were expressed in

E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells grown in the presence of ampi-

cillin (100 lg�mL�1). Typically, 1 L of cell culture was

grown at 37 °C till the value of A600 nm reached 0.5 and

then induced with 200 lM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside
(IPTG). The culture was then grown for 16–24 h at 23 °C
at an agitation speed of 180 r.p.m. Cells were harvested by

centrifugation at 18 500 g for 5 min at 4 °C and the pellet

was stored at �80 °C.

All protein purification procedural steps were carried out

at 4 °C. For lysis, the stored cell pellets were thawed on ice

and resuspended in a buffer containing 20 mM TRIS (pH

8.0), 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 10 lM GDP (resus-

pension buffer), and sonicated using an ultrasonicator

(Vibracell Sonics and Materials, Inc. Newtown, CT, USA).

The cell lysate was then centrifuged at 4 °C (18 500 g for

45 min) and the resulting supernatant fraction was loaded

onto a chitin resin (New England Biolabs) containing col-

umn previously equilibrated with 20 mM TRIS (pH 8.0),

100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 10 lM GDP (equilibra-

tion buffer). The protein-loaded resin was washed with 40

column volumes (C.V.) of Wash buffer (equilibration buffer

with 300 mM NaCl) and then flushed with 3 C.V. of cleav-

age buffer (equilibration buffer with 50 mM DTT). Gai1and
mutants were released from the chimera by incubation at

4 °C for 20 h to trigger the self-cleavage of the intein tag.

Flow through from the column was collected, pooled and

concentrated to a volume of 1 mL using a 10 kDa cut-off

membrane concentrator (Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA,

USA). Purified protein was used within a period of

2 weeks. This bacterially expressed protein has been

reported to mimic in vivo situation accurately in several

instances, including the ternary crystal complex [53].

Fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a fluorolog-

3 fluorimeter (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ, USA)

equipped with a 450 W Xenon arc lamp. Fluorescence titra-

tion experiments were performed in 20 mM TRIS buffer

(pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM

DTT, and 10 lM GDP. Protein fluorescence was recorded

by exciting the sample at 295 nm and emission monitored

from 310 to 400 nm. The excitation and emission slit band

pass were set at 5 and 15 nm respectively. Titration experi-

ments were typically performed by adding 3.75 lL aliquots

of the peptide from a stock solution of 1 mM to a 750 lL
protein solution of 200 nM. Thermal unfolding studies were

performed by varying the sample temperature from 10 to

90 °C with an interval of 2.5 °C on a Perkin Elmer LS55

fluorimeter equipped with a thermostat (kex = 295 nm and

kem = 340 nm). G protein activation assay was performed

on a Jasco FP-6500 spectrofluorimeter at 25 °C with con-

stant stirring. Gai1 (0.2 lM), in the presence of saturating

concentrations of peptides, was incubated in the reaction

buffer [20 mM TRIS (pH7.5), 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT,

1 lM GDP, and 100 mM NaCl] for 5 min. The relative

increase in intrinsic fluorescence (kex = 295 nm,

kem = 340 nm) was measured as a function of time by the

addition of 100-fold molar excess of GTPcS (50 lM) after a
baseline recording of 60 s to initiate the nucleotide

exchange. The same procedure was followed up for all

Gai1mutants. It should be noted that addition of GTPcS
does not lead to any scattering or background fluorescence,

as is also evident from activation assay data. GdmCl

induced equilibrium unfolding was carried out by incubat-

ing the protein (55 lg�mL�1) with increasing concentrations

of GdmCl. Protein solutions containing GdmCl were incu-

bated overnight and the fluorescence emission spectrum was

measured from 300 to 400 nm by exciting at 295 nm on a

Hitachi F-4500 spectrofluorimeter. The spectra were

recorded using an excitation and emission bandpass of

5 nm each at room temperature. A total of 61 points of

intrinsic fluorescence data were recorded between 0 and 6 M

GdmCl with increments of 0.1 M each for Gai1 in the pres-

ence of GDP and GTPcS. Fluorescence intensity of native

protein (without GdmCl) was taken as 100% native, and
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the fraction of unfolded molecules was calculated accord-

ingly. Thermodynamic parameters are measured using stan-

dard multistate unfolding equation available in the

literature using GRAPHPAD Prism 5.0 (La Jolla, CA, USA).

Each fractional transition step is calculated and fit from

residuals of the unfolding equation [54]. For ANS binding

experiments, 1 lM Gai1 protein solution in GDP-bound

state was incubated with 10 lM of ANS (stock prepared in

methanol and diluted to the required concentration in the

buffer) for ~ 30 min. The mixture was then excited at

360 nm and the fluorescence emission was recorded between

400 and 600 nm on Jasco FP-6500 spectrofluorimeter at

25 °C. The excitation and emission slit band pass were set

at 5 and 15 nm respectively. ANS spectra were corrected

for ANS fluorescence taken in the buffer. Affinity and stoi-

chiometry of the interactions were calculated by nonlinear

regression analysis of one-site saturation binding using the

software GRAPHPAD Prism 5.0 by the following equation:

Y ¼ Bmax � X=ðKd � XÞ

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy

The stability of WT Gai1 and its mutants in GDP- and

GTPcS-bound forms was investigated by monitoring

changes induced at a fixed wavelength (222 nm; negative

CD band typical of alpha-helix conformation) while vary-

ing the temperature from 20 to 80 °C by every 1 °C on a

Jasco-815 spectropolarimeter equipped with a thermostat.

Near-UV CD spectra of 30 lM protein was recorded from

250 to 320 nm at a rate of 50 nm�min�1 with 2 nm slit

width at 25 °C and corresponding buffer signal is sub-

tracted from the sample. All CD experiments were per-

formed in reaction buffer as mentioned earlier.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry scans from 10 to 90 °C at

the rate of 60 °C�h�1 were recorded on a VP-DSC

microcalorimeter (Microcal Inc., Westborough, MA, USA).

The appropriate buffer was used to establish the baseline

before introducing the protein solution prepared in the same

buffer and the data were analyzed using the MICROCAL Origin

7.0 software supplied by the vendor. The effect of peptides

on the thermal unfolding of the protein was also monitored.

All thermal studies (CD melting and DSC) were performed

in HEPES buffer.

Refolding of Gai1

Refolding profile of Gai1 was studied using far-UV CD, fluo-

rescence spectroscopy, and thermal stability assays. The total

unfolding of Gai1 was carried out by incubating the protein

in 8 M GdmCl for 1 h at room temperature. Refolding was

initiated by diluting the sample to appropriate GdmCl con-

centration with refolding buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.4,

100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 lM GDP with corresponding

GdmCl concentrations) and incubated for 4 h at room tem-

perature. Far-UV CD measurements were performed with

5 lM protein concentration in Jasco CD spectropolarimeter.

The observed ellipticity (h222) values are plotted as a function

of GdmCl concentration to obtain the secondary structural

changes and depict the unfolding and refolding profile of the

protein. Functional activity for unfolded and refolded Gai1
(recorded using changes in tryptophan fluorescence), was

analyzed by AlF�
4 binding and GTPcS uptake [55]. Fluores-

cence spectra were recorded by exciting the samples (0.2 lM
of Gai1) at 295 nm and monitoring emission intensity from

310 to 440 nm keeping excitation and emission bandpass of

5 nm. The presence of bound GDP in Gai1 was assessed by

addition of AlF�
4 (formed by adding 10 mM NaF and 30 lM

AlCl3) and fluorescence spectra were immediately recorded.

Likewise, the activation kinetics of refolded Gai1 was studied
by triggering basal nucleotide exchange property of Gai1 on
the addition of 50 lM GTPcS, and the corresponding fluores-

cence spectra recorded after an incubation of 5 min at room

temperature. Percentage increase in fluorescence intensity

upon activation and exchange is calculated as follows,

% Increase in fluorescence intensity
¼ ðIAlF=GTPcS � IGDPÞ � 100=ðIGDPÞ

where IGDP denotes fluorescence intensity at 340 nm in

GDP-bound form (inactive state) and IAlF/GTPcS denotes

fluorescence intensity at 340 nm in AlF�
4 or GTPcS bound

conformation. This % increase in fluorescence intensity is

used to analyze the behavior of unfolded and refolded pro-

tein in the above-mentioned activation methods.

Thermal stability of refolded Gai1 was monitored by

recording the secondary structural changes using ellipticity

values at 222 nm using far-UV CD spectroscopy with a

gradual increase in temperature from 20 to 80 °C con-

trolled by a thermostat.
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